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'The Effect of 1997 on Hong Kong's Law of 
Transnational Corporate Insolvency 
Charles D Booth* 
The author araues that Hono Kona should reform its transnationalcor~orate 
insolvency law before 1 9 9 7 r ~ e  sets out the Hong Kong rules regadjng the 
recognition of foreign liquidations and discusses the Hong Kong law relating 
to the winding up of foreign companies under the Companies Ordinance. He 
then discusses economic, political, and legal developments that will affect 
the post 1997 evolution of Hong Kong's transnational corporate insolvency 
law. He highlights weaknesses in the misting legislative and case law 
framework and proposes many legislative amendments. 
Introduction 
The approach of 1997 has led to a flurry of law reform in Hong Kong. 
Insolvency law has been no exception. In 1990, the Law Reform Commission 
of Hong Kong (the 'Law Reform Commission") appointed a sub-committee 
on insolvency (the "Sub-Committee on Insolvency") to review the law and 
practice relating to the bankruptcy of individuals and the liquidation of 
companies.t The Sub-Committee is now in the process of considering the 
winding up provisions in the Companies Ordinance in the overall context of 
insolvency law, which will form the basis for the Sub-Committee's final 
report. 
This article focuses on the need to reform Hong Kong's transnational 
corporate insolvency law before 1997 and proposes recommendations that 
should be considered by the Sub-committee on Insolvency. Part I sets out 
general paradigms for resolving transnational insolvency issues. Part 11 
discusses the applicable rules in Hong Kong regarding the recognition of 
foreign Liquidations. Part Ill discusses the liquidation (or winding up) of 
foreign companies under the Companies Ordinance and relevant case law. Part 
* Lcrmrer in Law, Faculty of Law, University of Hong Kong; BA, Yale University. 1981; JD. 
Harvard Law School. 1984. At the Asia Pacific Economic Law Forum Conference, in 
Canterra, Australia, on 2 February 1996, I presented a p a p  dealing with the effea of 1997 
on Hone KOW'S transnational insolvencv law eenerallv. This article. however. foeuser onlv - - 
on Hong Kong's transnational corpora& insoivency Lw and is a condensed and reviseh 
version of my earlier work. "Living In Uncertain Xmes: The Need to Strengthen Hong Kong 
Transnational Insolvency Law", Colwnbia Journal of Tramnational Law, vol 34, 1996, 
which discusses both personal ban!uupcy and ccaporate insolvency law. 
1 Hong Kong law relating to the ban)auptcy of individuals is contained in h e  Bankruptcy 
Ordinance (cap 6, Laws of Hong Kong "LHK") (19%). The law reldng to the liquidation 
(or winding up) of companies is contained in h e  Companies Ordinance (cap 32, LHK) 
(1996). The insolvency of a pmership is usually administered under the Baolrmptcy 
Ordinance, but administtation under the liquidation pmdures  fm unregistered companies 
may be possible in some instances. See n 40 above. Provisions for restructuring 
(rcorganisktg) iasolvenl companies are also coo ta id  in the Cornparues Or&oulcz, but they 
are rarelv used. See Companies &&name, s 166. C D B d .  "The Transnational Asuecrs 
of ~ o n i ~ o n g  ~nsolvenc; Law". ~ourhw&fern ~ i u m a l  of LA and Tmie irt rhe Amicus 
vol 2 no 1, 1995, R, 48-9. 
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111 also highlights serious weaknesses in the existing legislative and case law 
framework and proposes relevant amendments to Hong Kong's cross-border 
corporate insolvency law. Part IV examines economic, political, and legal 
developments in Hong Kong and China (many of which are duectly related to 
1997) that will affect the post-I997 evolution of.Hong Kong's transnational 
corporate insolvency law. This part also proposes additional recommendations 
to strengthen Hong Kong law. 
Introduction to Transnational Insolvency Law 
Transnational insolvency law is founded largely on private intanational law.2 
In a typical case involving the insolvency of a company incorporated in and 
with its primary place of business in Country A, but with assets in Country B, 
the issues arise whether the liquidator (the "foreign repre~entative")~ from 
Counay A will be able to protect the company's assets in Counuy B fiom the 
actions of creditors and whether the Country B court will order the return of 
the assets to Country A for distribution there to all of the company's creditors. 
In resolving these issues, two important questions arise under the law of 
Country B: (1) what effect does the declaration of insolvency in Counuy A 
have on the property in Country BY and, (2) may a second insolvency be 
commenced in Country B pursuant to which Country B's insolvency law will 
be applied to resolve matters involving the foreign debtor's assets in Country 
B?5 
With respect to the first question, assume that Counuy A's law extends to 
property in Country B, that is, that property abroad is part of the insolvency 
estate in Country A and that the foreign representative from Country A is 
entitled to go abroad and claim the property in Country B. If Country B's 
transnational insolvency law recognises the extraterritorial scope of Country 
A's law and allows the foreign representative from Country A to claim the 
property in Country B, Country B is said to have adopted the "universality" 
approach to transnational insolvency law. In contrast, if Country B's law does 
not recognise the extraterritorial scope of Country A's law and does not allow 
the foreign representative from Country A to claim the assets in Country B, 
Country B is said to have adopted the "territoriality" approach to transnational 
insolvency law. 
With respect to the second question, if Country B's law does not pennit a 
separate insolvency proceeding to be commenced in Country B, and Country 
B defers to the application of Country A's insolvency law with respect to the 
company's assets in Country B, Country B is said to have adopted the 'bi ty" 
approach. On the other hand. if Counuy B's law permits the commencement . 
of a separate liquidation proceeding in Country B to adjudicate claims to the 
2 Aldrouglr n~ucl~  e50rl bas beell cxened in tagatinling ~nultilateral rnnsnalion;ll iluolvelsy 
crn;llios, 1110s~ <Eons l~avc proved u~~successful. See, eg. K H N;ulcl~nnna. "Discri~~~i~mhur~ ill 
I:wcigl~ Llaskruplcy laws Agaisst Non-1)olnestic Chins". A I I I ~ ~ I C ~ I I  Ba~~rupIc.v I A I N .  
Jounml vol47, 1973, pp 147-8. 
3 In ttds arricle, the term "foreign representative" refers to the representative of a corporate 
debtor or the estate of a capome &k that is in the mikt of insolvency pmxdngs .  
4 See Blom-Cooper L 1, &mknrp&y in Private I n t e m a f i d  Lmv, The Eastern P m  Ltd, 
London. 1954. pp 14-18. 
5 'Ibis question is often phrased as a matter of jurisdiction See id pp 14-15. 
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company's assets in Country B under Country B's insolvency law, Country B 
is said to have adopted the "plurality" approach.6 
Although it is true that the universality approach is distinct kom the unity 
approach, "[tlhe most comprehensive way to conceive of universality is the 
idea of 'unity' of bankrupt~y.'~ Thus, it is helpful to combine these two 
questions when addressing transnational insolvency problems. One could 
envisage a universality continuum that m s  from a 'biversality/unitf' 
approach to a 'biversality/plurality" approach.* An example of the 
universality/unity approach would be where Country B: (1) recognises and 
gives effect to the liquidation in Country A; (2) assists the foreign 
representative from Country A; (3) applies the substantive insolvency law of 
Country A (such as avoidance powers, if so applicable); and (4) orders that the 
foreign company's assets in Country B be turned over to Country A. An 
independent liquidation would not be commenced under the law of Country B. 
However, an "ancillary" proceeding9 might be needed in C o u n q  B to assist 
the proceeding in Country A. All creditors from Country B who intend to 
share in the distribution of Lhe foreign company's assets would be required to 
submit claims in the winding up in Country A.1° 
Under a universality/plurality approach, Country B would also recognise 
and give etfect to the liquidation in Country A and assist the foreign 
representative from Country A with respect to certain assets, such as movable 
property not subject to prior attachment. However. Country B's law would 
permit the commencement of an independent winding up in Country B in 
which Country B's substantive insolvency law (eg, regardig priorities &d the 
avoidance of local attachments) would be applied. Then, depending on how 
much cooperation Country B wants to offer,%e court in country  could act 
in an ancillary capacity and order the turnover of local assets to Country A," 
permit a scheme of arrangement to be negotiated with Counrry A for the 
worldwide distribution of assets, or make a distribution to creditors under 
local law. 
Last, under a territorialitylplurality approach, Country B would neither 
rccognise nor assist the insolvency proceedings in Counvy A. A separate 
~nsolvency proceeding would be commenced in Country B to adjudicate all 
clams to the foreign company's assets located there. 
6 For furrher discussion of tbesc various approaches, see, eg, id pp 11-17. 
7 Hamsch. H, "'Universality' versus Secondary Banlrmptcy: A Eumpcan Deba~c". 
lnlemnrionnl Insolvency Review, vol 2. w 151-2. . - 
6 Sa: ~d 152. 
9 As that term is used under s 304 of the US Bankruptcy Code. 11 USCA s 304 (1996). See 
generally C D Bocth, "Recognition of Foreign Bankruptdts: An Analysis and Critique of 
the Inconsistent Appmaches of United Slates Courls". American Bankruptcy Lmv Journal, 
vol 66, 1992. pp 148-217. The term "ancillary" has a different meaning under Hong Kong 
law. See infra n 11. 
10 See B K Unger, "United States Recognition of Foraign Banlauptcies", Inromnrwml Lawyer. 
vol 19, 1985, p 1153 at 1154. 
11 In a Hong Kong corponle insolvency, thLE proceeding would be called an "ancillary windng 
up". See Re Irish Shipping L&i [I9851 HKLR 437. 
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The Hong Kong Rules Regarding the Recognition of 
Foreign Liquidations 
Under Hong Kong law, no statutory provision governs the recognition of 
foreign liquidations; rather, case law provides the guiding principles. Only a 
few reported Hong Kong cases exist concerning this topic, but Hong Kong 
courts also follow applicable English cases. 
In as much as Hong Kong draws a distinction between bankruptcy law and 
corporate liquidation law, it also draws a distinction between the recognition 
of foreign bankruptcies and the recognition of foreign liquidations. With . 
respect to foreign liquidations. Hong Kong courts, as a rule, will recognise a 
foreign liquidation that is granted under the law of the place of the company's 
incorporation.12 However, other grounds exist upon which recognition may be 
based, including: (1) that the foreign company carries on business within the 
jurisdiction of the foreign court;13 (2) that the foreign company submits to the 
insolvency jurisdiction of the foreign c0~1-t;'~ or (3) that a liquidation is 
unlikely to take place in the jurisdiction in which the company is 
incorporated.15 
Hong Kong courts must sometimes decide whether to apply the rules 
regarding the recognition of foreign bankruptcies or tbe rules regarding the 
recognition of foreign liquidations. Although there is Hong Kong precedent 
for applying the b&ruptcy recognition Aes in the context ofwhether to 
reconnise the rehabilitation of a US company under US law,16 a more sensible 
resuli would be achieved if the ~ o n g   on^ courts instead adopted the 
approach of the Englii case of Felirstowe Dock and Railway Co v United 
States Lines IncI7 and applied the rules regarding the recognition of foreign 
liquidations in such cases.18 
Even if a foreign company fulfils the above criteria for the recognition of 
a foreign liquidation, recognition nevertheless may not be forthcoming. A 
Hong Kong court may refuse to grant recognition: (1) where recognition 
would be contrary to Hong Kong public policy;lg (2) where the foreign 
insolvency decree was made as a result of fraud or is in breach of the rules of 
natural j u ~ t i c e ; ~  or (3) where the foreign insolvency proceedings are an 
- - - - - 
12 See id 439; Dicey and Monis on the CmrfliEt of Laws, 12th cd, Sweet & Maxwell, Loodon, 
1993, vol 2. rule 160 and Bccompanytog comment, pp 1137-9 C'Dicey & Mcuns")). and 
Seead  Supphmmt to dw TwcIph Mion, Swtst & Muwell, London, 1995, p 99 ("Second 
S u p p l e d ) ;  P St i Smart, Cmrs4ordcr Imolvmcy. Butcaw&. London, 1991, pp 
In?.? .,.- ". 
13 Sman supra n 12, pp 107-8 (but noting that there might b limits ta the m q u e n c e s  of such 
recognition); Dicey and Monis s u p  n 12. vol2. comment to mle 160. p 1138. 
14 Smart s u p n  o 12, pp 108-9. 
IS Dicey Md Monis supra n 12, vol 2, mmment to rule 160, pp 1138-9; Smart supra n 13, . 
106-7. See Re Russo-Asian'c Bank (1930) 24 HKLR 16, appeal dismissed, (1930) 24 HKLR 
100. 
16 See Modem Terminals (Benh 5) Lzd v States Stcumship Co [I9791 HKLR 512 ("Modem 
Ternwu~ls"). 
17 [I9891 QB 360. 
18 See Smart supra n 12, pp 114-5. 
19 Id pp 117-8. 
20 Id pp 118-23. 
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attempt to enforce a foreign penal or revenue law.21 
A serious weakness in the Companies Ordinance is the failure to include 
provisions regarding therecognition of foreign insolvencies. In this area of the 
law, especially with 1997 fast approaching, it would be best for the common 
law approach to be supplanted by detailed statutory guidelines. Ideally, these 
guidelines should also expand the existing recognition criteria. Definitions of 
the terms "foreign representative" and "foreign proceeding" should be 
enacted, perhaps by adapting the definitions currently included in the US 
Banhptcy Code.= 
For example, "foreign representative" could be defined as a "duly selected 
trustee, liquidator, receiver, receiver and manager, administrator, or other 
representative of an estate or company in a foreign proceeding". "Foreign 
proceeding", in turn, could be defined as follows: 
a proceeding, whether judicial or administrative and whether or not under 
bank~~ptcy, liquidation, or other insolvency law, in a foreign counhy in which in a 
case involving a company: 
(1) the company was incorporated at the commencement of such proceediig; 
(2) the company carried on business at the commencement of such proceeding; 
(3) the company's principal assets were located at the commencement of such 
proceeding; or 
(4) the company submitted to the jurisdiction of the corn as the case may be, for 
the purpose of liquidating an estate or winding up a company, adjusting debts 
by composition, extension, or discharge, or effecting a reorganisation or 
restructuring. 
The term "foreign proceeding" is especially important and, as can be seen 
above, should set forth the required jurisdictional connection between the 
foreign company and the foreign jurisdiction that would justify the granting of 
recognition by a Hong Kong court to a foreign liquidation. Attention should 
also be given to resolving cases in which a Hong Kong court is confronted 
with requests for recognition and assistance by foreign representatives from 
two or more jurisdictions. In my view, recognition, as a general rule, should 
be granted to the jurisdiction in which the foreign company had its primary 
place of business.23 
The Winding Up of Foreign Companies under Hong 
Kong Law 
Under Hong Kong law, once recognition is granted, the next issue that arises 
concerns the types of assistance that may be forthcoming. It is clear that Hong 
Kong courts have the inherent jurisdiction to assist a foreign representative 
ffom any jurisdiction."A foreign representative may choose among the many 
non-insolvency options available under Hong Kong law to protect the assets 
21 Id pp 125-31. In cases involving the enforcement of foreign revenue laws, it is generally 
accepted that this exception Lo recognition should apply only where the sole object of (be 
foreign proceedings is to e n f m  fonign revenue laws. 
22 See 11 USCA s 101(23>(24). 
23 However, @erring the jurisdiction in which the faeign company was incorporated would 
be mae consistent with existing case law. 
24 See Smart, s u p  n 12, p 259. 
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of a foreign company in Hong Kong and to obtain cross-border assistance 
£rom the Hong Kong c u t s  or may instead seek to have the foreign company 
wound up under Hong Kong law. Although some non-insolvency options are 
discussed below, this section focuses on the winding up of foreign companies 
pursuant to Pt X of the Companies Ordinance. 
Introduction 
Section 176 of the Companies Ordinance provides the Hong Kong High Corn 
with the jurisdiction to wind up any "company", which is defined in s 2 of the - 
Companies Ordinance as a Hong Kong company.25 Foreign companies are 
wound up pursuant to provisions in Pt X of the Companies O r d i n a n ~ e . ~ ~  A 
foreign company in Hong Kong is called an "unregistered company";27 it is 
also called an "overseas company" if it has established a place of business in 
Hong Kong.Z8 Although a foreign company is generally not considered to be 
a "company" as that term is defined in the Companies O r d i n a ~ c e , ~ ~  it may be 
deemed to be a "company" to the extent provided by Pt X of the Companies 
Ordinan~e.3~ 
It often is not necessary to commence a winding up to reach a foreign 
company's assets in Hong Kong. For instance, to the extent that movable 
assets in Hong Kong are not subject to any preexisting attachment, execution, 
or charge, the foreign liquidator should be able to have the assets transferred 
to him as the representative of the foreign company or estate3' -provided the 
foreign law extends to property in Hong Kong. Similarly, a foreign liquidator 
may attempt to be appointed as receiver of the foreign company's immovable 
property in Hong   on^ with the power to sell the propertyand distribute the 
proceeds to creditors after satisfying prior enc~mbrances?~ However, if these - -  
collection attempts prove unsuccessful, the foreign liquidator should consider 
commencing a liquidation of the foreign c0rnpany.9~ Filing a petition for 
liquidation would also be advisable where unsecured creditors would benefit 
from some of the other advantages of liquidation, including the exercise of a 
25 Cornparues Ordinance. s 2 defines "company" as a "company fanned and registered under 
this Ordinance or an existing company" and defines "existing company" as a company 
formed and registad under earlier Hong Kong companies ordinances. 
26 Id ss 32631A. 
27 Id s 326. See tsxt acoompanying infra n 40. 
28 Companies Ordinance, s 332. 
29 Sce Insurance Co of Panryhwaia v Grand Union Insurance Co (19881 HKLR 541. at 544 
(dealing with an overseas company). 
30 Sce Companies Ordinance, s 33 1. 
3 1 Smart. supran 12, p 217. See alsoid pp 141,149 n 17. In those rare cares in which a foreign 
Liquidator is vested under forsign law with title to the foreign company's avsets, the English 
w e  of Galbrnilh v Grimsbmu [I9101 AC 508 remairis @cable and movable property in 
Hong Kong that is not subject to pria atlachmenb execntiw, a valid charge would vest in 
the foreign liquidator, again, provided the faeign law extends lo movable p p e r t y  in Hong 
Kong. Sffi 'Modem Terminals" (19791 HKLR 512. 
32 See Dicey mdMorrir  supra n 12, vol2, rule 170 & accompanying comment, pp t 178-9, and 
Second supple men^ supra n 12, p 102: Smaxt supra a 12, pp 140-1. See The Rules of the 
Supreme Coun, 0 30 (cap 4, sub leg A, LHK) (1996); Sugcme Court Ordinance, s 21L (cap 
4. LHK) (1996). Tbe foreign representative should seek such relief thrmgh an application 
for an order in aid 
33 See Fletcher I E The Imv of lnsolvmy, 2nd ed, Swffit & Maxwell Lwdon, 1996, p 765. 
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liquidator's avoidance powers34 (which are generally not very extensive) or 
investigatory powers35 or the application of the stay.36 If a winding up order 
is made, the foreign liquidator may request the Hong Kong court to order the 
turnover of Hong Kong assets to the foreign liquidation for distribution 
abroad.37 
No provision in the Companies Ordinance expressly authorises a foreign 
representative to commence a winding up in Hong Kong of the foreign 
company that she represents, or whose estate she represents, in the foreign 
insolvency. Thus, if a foreign representative would like to commence a 
winding up proceeding against the foreign company, she must either convince 
one of the foreign company's creditors to file the petition or file the petition 
herself on behalf of the foreign company.3s Part X of the Companies 
Ordinance should be amended to provide explicitly that a foreign 
representative may petition in Hong Kong for the liquidation of the foreign 
company, or the estate of the foreign company, that she represents in the 
foreign proceeding.39 
Sections 326, 327, and 327A of the Companies 
Ordinance 
Part X of the Companies Ordinance, entitled 'Winding Up Of Unregistered 
Companies", contains the relevant sections for winding up foreign companies. 
Section 326 defines "unregistered company" to include any partnership, 
limited partnership, association, and company, except for the following: 
(a) a company registered under the Companies Ordinance 1865 (No 1 of 
1865), or under the Companies Ordinance 1911 (No 58 of 1911). or 
under this Ordinance; 
(b) a partnership, association or company which consists of less than 
eight members and is not a foreign partnership, association, or 
company; 
(c) a partnership registered in Hong Kong under the Limited Partnership 
Ordinance (Cap 37).40 
34 See Companies Ordinances 269(1) (avoidance of uncomplaed attachments and executions); 
id s 266 (avoidance of Fraudulent prsfamces); id s 267 (avoidance of certain floating 
charges). 
35 See id sr 221.222. 
36 See id ss 181, 186. The stay, however, does not pnvent secured creditors from exercking 
their rights in respect of their secwity. R G d e ,  Commcrcirrl Lmv. 2nd ed, Penguin Books, 
London. 1995. pp 85@1. 
37 See turnover mder in the liquidation involving Irish Shipplug. Re Iruh Shipping Lld. 
Companies W~nding Up No 408 of 1984, Ordcr (7 June 1985). 
38 The latter approach was uwd in Irish Shipping [I9851 HKLR 437, 439. The foreign 
representative would be able to make the filing pursuant to Cornpanis Ordinance, s 179(1), 
which provides that a winding up petition may be pcesenred, intcr alia, by the company itself 
or by any creditor or aeditors. This section is applicable to the winding up of a foreign 
company pursuant to Conpanis Ordinance, ss 327(1) and 331. 
39 Such a provision is currently contained in s 303(b)(4) of the US B a n k ~ ~ t c y  Code. Of 
course, thc foreign representative should have to demonstrate that she wm .uthaized under 
foreign law lo comrnence the winding up in Hong Kong. See lrirh Shipping [I9851 HKLR 
437, at 441-2. 
40 Companies Ordinance s 326. Interesungly, although a "partnership" is no1 a "company" 
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Section 32711). in turn. Drwides thaL subiect to the ~rovisions of Pt X of . . 
the companies'&dinance, by unregistered company be wound up under 
the Companies Ordinance. Under s 327(3), an unregistered company may be 
wound up under the following circumstances: 
(a) if the company is dissolved, or has ceased to carry on business, or is 
carrying on business only for the purpose of winding up its affairs; 
(b) if the company is unable to pay its debts; 
(c) if the court is of opinion that it is just and equitable that the company 
should be wound up.41 
Most foreign companies in Hong Kong are wound up as "unregistered 
companies" under s 327.42 Foreign companies may also be wound up under 
s 327A of the Companies Ordinan~e,~~ although in practice this section is 
rarely used.44 Section 327A. which is oddIy entitled "Overseas companies 
may be wound up although dissolved", provides as follows: 
Where a company incorporated outside Hong b n g  which has been canying on 
business in Hong Kong ceases to carry on business in Hong Kong, it may be wound 
up as an unregistered company under this Part [X of the Cornpanics Ordinaaee], 
notwithsranding that it has been dissolved or otherwise ceased to exist as a company 
under or by virtue of the laws of the placc of its incorporation. 
Philip Smart has noted, in reference to the English equivalent to the title of 
s 327A of the Companies Ordinance, that the use of the term "overseas 
company" is inappropriate.* The same is true with respect to the use of the 
term "overseas companies" in the title to s 327A, this term generally refers to 
a foreign company that has established a place of business in Hong Kong,& 
but a company incorporated outside Hong Kong need not have an established 
place of business to carry on business in Hong Kong." This inaccuracy in the 
existing title of s 327A should be corrected; ideally, the reference to "overseas 
companies" should be replaced with a reference to "foreign companies 
carrying on business in Hong Kong". 
Pursuant to ss 327(1) and 331 of the Companies Ordinance, in the winding 
up of unregistered companies, the provisions in Pt X of the Companies 
Ordinance are supposed to supplement the other winding up provisions 
contained in the Companies Ordinance. However, ss 327(1) and 331 are 
poorly drafted, and they overlap and even conflict in scope: Section 327(1) 
under Companies Ordinance s 2, a H w g  Kong putnuship with eight or more partners and 
a foreign partnership are both defined as an "unregistered company" and may b n f o r e  be 
wound up under PI X of the Companies Ordinance. Banlauptcy proceedings may also be 
commen&d against a partnershiphicarrying on business in ~ o n i i ( o n g  un
d
er ~ & u p t c y  
Ordinance s 7(1). Amsndmnts should be enacted to mandate tba! ~artuersbio insolvenciss 
be administeid.under either mq&s or bankruptcy law. 
41 Compania Ordinance. s 327(4) defines the circumstances in which an unregistered 
company shall be d e e d  unable to pay its d e b .  
. 
42 P S m q  "Cross-Border Insolvency". in Law karm for Practih'mers 1991 (ed Conre11 J), 
The HKW Ltd, Hong Kong, 1991. p 142. 
43 See Dairen K h  Kabushiki Kairha v Shiang Kee I19411 AC 373 (PC HK). 
44 Sman supra n 42. p 142. However, a filing under s 327A was fairly recently made in 
Macau-Mokes Group Ltd, Companies Winding Up No 62 of 1994 (3 February 1994). 
45 Smm. supra n 12, p 68. 
46 See Suva n 28. 
47 Sman, supra n 12, p 68. 
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provides that the general winding up provisions in the Companies Ordinance 
are subject to the "exceptions and additions" of s 327; in contrast, s 331 
provides that the winding up provisions elsewhere in the Companies - .  
Ordinance are to be supplemented, but not restricted, by the provisions in Pt 
X. These sections should be redrafted to eliminate the over la^ and confusion. 
The poor drafting of other provisions in Pt X has also caused ambiguity 
with respect to even more fundamental issues, such as (1) resolving the 
relationship among ss 326,327, and 327A, and (2) determining whether these 
sections are applicable to the winding up of overseas companies. These two 
issues were only recently resolved in the Hong Kong High Court case, 
Securities and Futures Commission v MKI Corp Ltd (MKI)." In this case, the 
court rightly held that the power to wind up an unregistered company under 
s 327 extends to overseas companies registered under Pt XI of the Companies 
Ordinance. The court also discussed the origins of s 327A of the Companies 
Ordinance and accepted the reasoning of an earlier English decision that the 
United Kingdom equivalent of s 327A"did not confer any new power to wind 
up companies" that is not contained in s 327.49 
Important policy considerations also support the holding in MKI that 
overseas companies may be wound up under s 327 of the Companies 
Ordinance. As the MKI court noted, the opposite result would have led to the 
anomaly that a company incorporated overseas that properly registers under Pt 
XI could not be wound up by the Hong Kong courts, but a company 
incorporated overseas that fails to register or that carries on business in Hong 
Kong but has not established a place of business there could be wound up?O 
Such an anomaly would have creared a large gap in the Hong Kong court's 
winding up jurisdiction, because, at present, more than 60% of the companies 
listed on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange are overseas companies.51 This high 
percentage of overseas companies reflects, in parf the recent trend among 
Hong Kong companies in favour of redomiciling  oversea^?^ 
Part X of the Companies Ordinance should now be rewritten to incorporate 
the MKI holding in order to avoid further confusion. For further clarification, 
the title of Pt X of the Companies Ordinance should be amended to refer to 
foreign companies. A definition of "foreign company" should therefore be 
included in Pt X, either as a subdivision of the definition of "unregistered 
company" or as a separate term. 
48 [I9951 2 HKC 79. 
49 Id 85 (quoting Re A Coinpany (No 007Pd6 of 1993) [I9941 1 BCLC 565,570). 
50 MKI 119951 2 HKC 79, 88. 
51 As af March 1995, 327 (61.7%) of the 530 companies listed on the Hong Kong Stock 
Exchange were overseas companies. Securities and Futures Commission Annual Report 
1994-1995, s 3, Annex III, p 40 (Hong Kong, 1995). Both the number and the percentage of 
overseas companies listed on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange have been increasing. (As of 
March 1992, only 155 (44.4%) of the 349 companies were overseas ccinpanies). Scanities 
and Futures Commission Annual Repon 1991-1992. s 5,AMex 111, p 54 (Hang Kong 1992). 
52 See Securities and Futures Commission Annual Repoa 1991-1992 supra u 51, s 5.31, p 46. 
As of March 1992, 80 Hong Kong companies had redomiciled overseas. Id s 5, Annex III. 
p 54. From then until the end of March 1995, an additional 17 companies redomiciled 
overseas. Securities and Futures Commission Annual Report1993-1994. s 3, Annex 11, p 41; 
Securities and Fuhlres Commission Annual Report 1994-1995 s u p  n 51, s 3, Annex 11, 
p 39. 
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In addition, s 327A should be amended or deleted. As noted above, this 
section provides that if certain criteria are met, a foreign company "may be 
wound up as an unregistered company" under Pt X of the Companies 
Ordinance. This phrase is a curious one, because it implies that the foreign 
company may not satisfy the definition of an unregistered company. Yet, as 
noted by the court in MKI, it is clear that s 327A does not offer an independent 
basis for winding up a foreign company.53 Thus, a company that may be 
wound up under s 327A must be an ''unregistered company" that may also be 
wound up under s 327. Therefore, there is no need to retain s 327A as an 
independent provision. Instead, it should be incorporated into a new 
subsection in s 327(3). However, if s 327A is retained, it should be rewritten 
as follows: 
Where a foreign company (or an unregistered company incorporated outside Hong 
Kong) which has been carrying on business in Hong Kong ceases to carry on 
business in Hong Kong, it may be wound up under this section, . . . 
Last, as noted earlier, if s 327A is retained, the section should be retitled 
"Foreign companies may be wound up although dissolved". 
Jurisdiction 
Except for s 327A's application to situations where a foreign company "which 
has been carrying on business in Hong Kong ceases to carry on business in 
Hong Kong", the Companies Ordinance is silent regarding the jurisdictional 
connection that must exist between a foreign company and Hong Kong to 
enable the foreign company to be wound up in Hong Kong. Nevertheless, it 
is clear from the case law that a foreign company with assets in Hong Kong 
may be wound up there." Over the years, the presence-of-assets test has been 
modified and now includes the following: 
(1) A proper connection with the jurisdiction must be established by sufficient 
evidence tn show (a) that the company has some asset or assets within the 
jurisdiction, and (b) that there are one or more persons concerned in the proper 
distribution of the assets over whom the jurisdiction is exercisable.55 
(2) It suffices if the assets of the mmpany within the jurisdiction are of any nature; 
they need not he "mrnmercial" assets, or assets which indicate that the company 
formerly carried on business here.% 
(3) The assets need not be assets which will be diihibutable ro creditors by the 
Liquidator in the winding up: its* if by the making of the winding up order they 
will be of benefit to a creditor or creditors in some other way.57 
(4) If it is shown that there is no reasonable possibility of benefit accruing to 
creditors from making the winding up order, the jurisdiction is excl~ded.5~ 
53 MKI [I9951 2 HKC 79, at 86. 
54 ~ o n ~ ~ ~ o n g  foll ws Lhe English poution, which har its orig~ar in Bnnque dcs Marc& de 
Mouscou v K ~ l e y  119511 Ch 112 See Smm supra n 42. p 143. 
55 Re com~lmia Membdlo sail N i C h O h  SA 119731 (3h 75. a1 91-2. . .
56 Id 92. 
57 Ibid. 
58 Ibid. 
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(5) The presence of assets includes a right of action that has a reasonable 
possibility of success.59 
(6) The assets upon which to find jurisdiction need not belong to the company, but 
may belong to an outside source.* 
The 1985 Hong Kong case of Re Irish Shipping Lt&l further expanded tbe 
presence-of-assets test. In this case, the Irish liquidator claimed jurisdiction to 
wind up an unregistered company under s 327 of the ~ompaniesOrdinance on 
the basis of the "imminent anival" in Hong Kong of a ship owned by the 
unregistered company.62 As it so happened, the company had other assets in 
Hong Kong at the time the winding up petition was presented and at the date 
of the hearing. Nevertheless, in obiter, the court in Irish Shipping stated that 
"the liquidator is not urecluded born presenting a petition before the asset is 
within ihe jurisdiction. It is su&cient-to foundjurisdiction if there are assets 
here when Lhe ~etition is heard."63 This assertion is troubling. As Philir, Smart 
states: Tither-the court has jurisdiction when the petition-is presen;ed or i t  
does not."64 This is surely correct. The date for determining jurisdiction 
should be the date that the winding up petition is presented. 
Since the decision by the English court in Re A Cornpuny (No 00359 of 
1987) (Okeanos Maritime C ~ r p ) , ~ ~  the existence of an independent assets 
based test has been called into question. In this case, the court stated that 
"provided a sufficient connection with the jurisdiction is shown, and there is 
a reasonable possibility of benefit for the creditors from the winding up, the 
court has jurislction to wind up the foreign company".66 The court found that 
a sufficient connection existed on the basis, inter alia: (1) that the debt owed 
by the foreign company to the petitioner was incurred in England under an 
English loan agreement, and (2) that the foreign company had caned on 
business in England through its agents.e7 On the basis of the adoption of the 
"sufficient connection" test in other English cases," some commentators have 
argued that the presence of assets might be regarded as a factor to be 
considered under a sufficient connection analysisPg The Law Reform 
Commission also sets forth this interpretation in its Report on Ba nkn~ptcy .~~ 
The Hong Kong courts have only recently begun to address the sufficient 
59 Re AIlolrrogia SS iSrp 119781 3 All ER 423. 
60 Re Eloc Electm-Optieck & Communicah'e BV[1982] Cb 43. Fa example, in Hong Kong the 
asets could include the Rotection of Wages on Insolvency Fund, which is administered 
pursuant to the Proteaion of Wages w 1 m ~ l v e . n ~ ~  0rdinanL (cap 380, LHK) (19%). 
61 [I9851 HKLR 437. 
62 Id 439. 
63 Id 444. 
64 Smart supra n 12, p 62 n 14. See also Re Rurl Wte Development Co [I9911 BCLC 210. 
217. 
65 [I9881 Ch 210. 
66 Id 225-6. 
67 Id 226. 
68 See Re A Cornpuny (No 003102 of IW), ex pam Nyckeh Finance Co [1991] BCLC 539, 
at 540 ("Ex pane h'yckeln Finance Co'7, finding a sufficient comeaim; Real fituse 
Development Co [I9911 BCLC 210, at 217, not finding a sufEcient connection. 
69 See Dicey & Morris supra n 12, vol 2, comment to mle 157. pp 1121-3, Second Supplunent 
supra n 12, pp 967. 
70 ?be Law Reform Commission of Hong Kong, Repon on Bnnkrupfcy, para 2.40, p 30 (May 
1995) ("Report on B&p!cy"). 
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connection test. In MKI, the High Court briefly noted the applicability of the 
test, but offered no concrete analysis a s  to the factors at bar that would have 
satisfied the test." The discussion in Re China Tranjin Internatw~l Economic 
and Technical Co-operative Corp (CITETCC)n was more detailed. 'This case 
involved a petition filed under s 327 of the Companies Ordinance to wind up 
a Chinese state enterprise, China 'lianjin International Economic and 
Technical Cooperative Corp (CTDTCC), a company established pursuant to 
an order of the Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation and the 
People's Government of the Municipality of 'Iianjin. The petitioner was an 
English creditor, Zoneheath Associates Ltd (Zoneheath), which petitioned in . 
Hong Kong on the ground that C l E X C  was unable to pay its debts, as it had 
failed to pay the petitioner's approximately US$4.6m debt that was based on 
a default judgment that had been established in the Queen's Bench Division 
in England in 1992 and later registered in Hong K ~ n g . ~ ~  Zoneheath decided 
to petition to wind up CTIETCC in Hong Kong only after failing to locate 
assets belonging to CI'IETCC in the United Kingdom that could be used to 
satisfy the English judgment." 
In deciding to exercise its winding up jurisdiction, the court noted the 
principle from Okeanos Maritime Corp that the "jurisdiction to wind up a 
foreign company is flexible" and repeated the requirements that "there is a 
sufficiently close connection with the jurisdiction and that there is a reasonable 
vossibilitv of benefit for the creditors from the winding U D . " ~ ~  Among the 
factors Gscussed by the court were the following: t ha i -~  had one 
share in a Honn Konn comuanv and that m C  claimed in some ~ublished 
materials to have serup i k  o b  office or offices in Hong Kong a& to have 
established throughout the world, including in Hong Kong, more than "twenty 
joint-ventures, cooperative business operations, and enterprises with exclusive 
Chinese investment7'.76 Before making the winding up order, the court noted 
that the existence of these factors gave rise to the "prima facie presumption" 
that CTJETCC had assets in Hong Kong and that "there must . . .be a 
reasonable prospect of there being substantial assets which are liable to be 
recovered should a winding up order be made".77 
It can be seen that the court in CIIEM=C adopts the view hat  the presence 
of assets should be a factor taken into consideration under the sufficient 
connection test. The gaining popularity of the sufficient connection test is 
worrisome, because it has the potential to lead to unnecessary confusion in 
determining whether there is proper jurisdiction to liquidate a foreign 
company. Jurisdictional factors should be clear cut to make it easier for 
creditors, foreign representatives, and foreign companies to understand under 
what conditions a foreign company may be wound up in Hong Kong. Philip 
Smart espouses similar concerns in his criticism of the vagueness of the 
71 MK11199512 HKC 79, at 84. 
72 [I9941 2 HKLR 327. 
73 CTIGTCC I19941 2 HKLR 327, a1 328. 
74 "PRC State-Owned Company to Liquidate in Hong Kong", Hong Kong Imvyer, Feb 1995, 
0 8. 
75 ZIETCC I19941 2 HKLR 327, at 328. 
76 Id 328. 
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sufficient connection testys He rightly proposes that there should be two 
independent jurisdictional tests: one based on the presence of assets and 
mother based on the carrying on of business "either directly or through an 
agent".79 These tests should be incorporated into Pt X of the Companies 
Ordinance. The variety of other factors that the courts currently discuss under 
a "sufficient connection" test should relate to the discretion of the court when 
determining whether to exercise its jurisdiction. 
Okeanos Maritime Corp also provides that when a court is deciding 
whether jurisdiction exists, "[ilt is also appropriate for the court to consider 
whether any other jurisdiction is more appropriate for the winding up . . 
This test was adopted in a later English cases1 and by the Law Reform 
Commission in its Report on Bankrupt~y.~~ Nevertheless, as has been noted in 
another English case63 and by some  commentator^,^^ courts should consider 
this factor only when exercising their discretion. To hold otherwise would 
make it impossible for the Hong Kong courts to order an ancillary or 
concurrent winding up in Hong Kongs5 and thereby enable a foreign 
company's general creditors to reach the foreign company's assets in Hong 
Kong. 
Discretion to order relief and the types of relief 
Satisfaction of the jurisdictional criteria does not necessarily lead a court to 
make a winding up order. Pursuant to the court's inherent jurisdiction and to 
s 180 of the Companies Ordinance, the court has the discretion U, dismiss a 
winding up petition and thereby not make a winding up order.@ Before a court 
decides to make a winding up order, the court should consider whether it is 
more appropriate for the winding up to occur elsewhere."' Consideration of 
this factor is especially important in those instances in which Ihe underlying 
dispute between a foreign company and its petitioner does not involve Hong 
Kong and in which the foreign company has not been wound up elsewhere. 
This was the very fact situation that arose in the recent liquidation of 
CTIETCC. Surprisingly, the company failed to raise this issue. 
More frequent than the CTIEKC situation, however, are cases in which a 
foreign representative petitions in Hong Kong to wind up the foreign 
company, or the estate of the foreign company, that she represents abroad. In 
such cases, the Hong Kong court often focuses, not on whether a winding up 
order should be made, but rather on the type of cooperation that the Hong 
78 Sman supra n 12, pp 64-5. 
79 Id p 65. 
80 Okermos Maritime Cotp [I9881 Ch 214 226. 
81 Exparte  Nydceln F u m e  Co 119911 BCLC 539. 540. 
82 Repon oit Bmkmptcy supra o 70, para 2.40. p 30. 
83 Re Wdiace Smith & Co I19921 BCLC 970, at 985. 
84 Smm supra n 12, p 64. n 5; Dicey &Morrir, s u p  n 12. vol 2, comment to rule 157, p 1121. 
and Second Supplemenr supra n 12. pp 967. 
85 See Wdace Smilh & Co [I9921 BCLC 970, at 985. 
86 The court also hm the disaetion to stay winding up pmoeedings at any time after rhe 
windie un order has been made. Comanits Ordinanoe s 209. Funhermore. in Bicmsfai 
Corp vihi'mw Co 119941 1 HKLR 65, a'~ong K o q  m took the unusual action of staying 
winding up procee&ngs before a winding up order had evcn been made. 
87 See supra nn 80-5 and accompanying text. 
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Kong court should provide to the foreign liquidation in the concurrent 
insolvency proceeding in Hong Kong. The court can adopt a very cooperative 
attitude and order an ancillary winding up, as did the court in Irish Shipping 
when it stated: "The jurisdiction of this court in the liquidation [will] be 
ancillary as far as possible to the winding up in Ireland and [will] provide 
assistance to the official liquidator in the collection and preservation of the 
assets within Hong K~ng."~s  In an ancillary winding up under Hong Kong 
law, the primary aim of the Hong Kong proceeding is to assist the foreign 
p~oceeding.~~ Irish Shipping is the only reported Hong Kong case to discuss 
the common law conditions that must be satisfied before an ancillary winding 
up order may be made. First. creditors who oppose the making of a winding 
up order must give "satisfactory reasons" to support their position. Second, the 
court should consider the interests of unsecured creditors (eg, equality of 
distribution) and of the public. Third, the court should consider the "comity of 
nations whereby it is desirable that the court should assist the liquidator in 
another jurisdiction to carry out his duties unless good reasons to the contrary 
have been put fofward."~ 
Although not addressed by the court in Irish Shipping, "good reasons to the 
contrary" would arise in a case in which the connections between the foreign 
company and the country in which the primary liquidation occurs are not 
substantial enough to justify the granting of ancillary assistance by the Hong 
Kong court. In such a case, it would be more appropriate for the Hong Kong 
court to order a concurrent liquidation in which the Hong Kong liquidator and 
foreign representative would act on equal footing. One possibility would be 
for all local assets to be distributed to creditors in a full scale liquidation in 
Hong Kong. Another possibility would be for the Hong Kong liquidator and 
the foreign representative to negotiate a scheme of arrangement regarding 
distributions to creditors worldwide. Such a scheme would require the 
approval of the Hong Kong court and compliance with the law of the 
jurisdiction in which the debtor is inc~rporated.~~ Cooperation might also be 
achieved among concurrent insolvencies of various members of one corporate 
family when the representatives of the respective debtors negotiate settlement 
agreements, as occurred in the insolvency proceedings involving the 
Deak-Perera group of companies.= 
Hong Kong law does nor adopt the universalitylunity approach and 
therefore does not provide for the application of foreign insolvency law in 
Hong Kong liquidations. However, cross-border cooperation is still possible 
under a universalitylplurality approach, through either an ancillary winding up 
88 Irish Shipping [I9851 HKLR 437, at 445. 
89 A liquidator is appointed, a stay comes into eEect, and Ihe Hang Kong avoidance powers are 
applicable. The Hong Kmg coun may also ader that the foreign company's assets in Hong 
Kong be tuned over to the foreign liquidator to be distributed in the foreign prooezding. See 
Irish Shipping. Companies Winding Up No 408 of 1984, Order (7 June 1985). 
90 Irish Shipping [I9851 HKLR 437. at 444-5. Compare Smart supm n 12, pp 367 (proposing 
a more g e d  twt of whether ordering an ancillary winding up would be in "he inter- 
of the parties"). 
91 See Sman supra n 12. pp 214-5. 
92 See R Leslie D d  v Denk Penra Far Eprr Ltd (in liq) [1991] 1 HKLR 551; D a k  Perera 
(Far &.st) Ltd (in lid v R Leslie Deak 119951 1 HKLR 145. For a discussion d these cases. 
see Booth supra n 1, pp 44-7. 
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or a concurrent insolvency that is on equal footing with the foreign insolvency. 
Additional provisions should be enacted that include criteria for courts to 
consider when deciding whether to grant ancillary assistance to foreign 
liquidations, as well as examples of the types of assistance that may be 
granted. Section 304 of the US Bankmptcy Code might prove helpful in this 
respect (as the Sub-committee of Insolvency has noted)?3 
The Post 1997 Evolution of Hong Kong's Law of 
Transnational Corporate Insolvency 
The continuing evolution of Hong Kong's transnational corporate insolvency 
law after 1997 depends upon a variety of economic, political, and legal 
developments in Hong Kong and China. Part A below discusses a variety of 
factors that will be likely to lead to an increase in the number of Hong Kong 
liquidations. As many of these insolvencies will have transnational 
implications, the current weaknesses and ambiguities in Hong Kong's 
transnational corporate insolvency law will become more apparent. Part B 
explains why more Qllnese enterprises are likely to be wound up in 
"backdoor" liquidations in Hong Kong and Part C discusses political and legal 
factors that will further affect the development of transnational corporate 
insolvency law in Hong Kong. 
(A) Factors likely to increase the number of liquidations in 
Hong Kong 
Iiong Kong historically has had a low rate of liquidation.g4 Over the last 
several years, however, the number of liquidations in Hang Kong has been 
in~reas ing .~~ Several factors make it likely that this trend will continue. Fist, 
Ihe Hong Kong economy appears to be slowing down. Early in 1995, several 
local analysts agreed that "Hong Kong's economic growth has peaked and is 
in danger of stalling."% Many commentators predict that this trend will 
continue throughout 199fig7 Meanwhile, frequent articles in the local press 
lament the sluggish property market, the decline in retail sales, and the 
increase in Hong Kong's unemployment race?8 
93 The Law Reform Commission of Hong Kong Sub-committee on Insolvency, Corporate 
Rescue ar~dInrolvent Trading Comulk~tion Paper, pan 1.40, p 15 (June 1995). 
94 F a  example, in 1994-1995, winding up orders were made in 429 compulsmy liquidations. 
Oficiai Receivers Ofice AMulDepamnenfal Report, 1994-95, para 3.7.2, p 5 (Hong Kong 
1995). The average annual corparate failure rate in Hong Koug between 1985-86 and 
1994.95 was 0.93%. Id Annex 6. 
95 F a  example, in 1988-89. w i d n g  uporders were made in 151 liquidations. By 1993-94. this 
number increased to 433, and in 199495, declined only slightly to 429. Id Annex 5. 
96 S Fluendy, "Party is over for HK, say analysts", SouUl China Morning Post. 
10 February 1995 (Business Post), p 1. 
97 See. eg, N Fung, "Hang Seng bearish on 1996", South C h h  Moming Post, 
I December 1995 (Business Post), p 3. 
98 S e e ,  eg, J Braude . "Pessimism reigns on the economy", South China Moming Post, 
23 October 1995, p 1; F Brevetti, "Economic W w  Cloud Outlook, Asian Business, 
November 1995. p p  34-6. For a more optimistic interpretation of this data: see C W 
Wrinterger column. "Hong Kong: Why All the Pessimism?, Forbes. 20 November 1995, 
p 33. 
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泊町'easeof 1.17% over白esame period in 1994，11Z and泊四1出eto凶 amount
lost was appro刻matelyUS$5b， an increase of 18.8% over仕Jecomparable 
1994 Pぽiod.ll3 In addition， the average debt-to・総記tsratio for state 
enterpri総 shas reac，版活 adang釘∞slevel of almost 80%，14 and almost 
one-quarter of al bank loans to China's state-路ctoris non-performingYs 
Last， recent downgradings by Moody's Investors Sぽviceof出edebt ratings of 
many Clunese ba且ks釘ldstateen町 prisesll6will furth釘 hurt由eseinstiωtions 
by raising the cost of their borrowing. 
Wi白 respectto the second ca飽gぽYof ent巴rpris飴， a growing number of 
αlInese sぬteenterprises have bt淑 1denying白eirliability to Wester百
companies relating to massive losses血atwere allegedly incurred by the state 
enterprises in trading currency or a variety of tinancial instruments. It is 
interesting出atm創lyWestem compa且iesbave app紅enUychanged血出 debt
collection strategy仕omone出atinvol ves q凶et鉛凶巴mentwith their ci首且鎚e
p紅tneror client to one白紙 involvesa more confrontational stance， including 
litigation and a publicity batUe泊出epress.l17 
(C) Political and legal factors likely to affect the 
Post-1997 evolution of Hong Kong's law of transnational 
co巾orateinsolvency 
Extent to which China honours the terms of the Joint Declaration 
and the basic law 
At present， a foreign reprωentative can come to Hong Kong and pe出 onfor 
出einsolvency of the debtor (or出eestate of血，edebtor)出at血巴representsin 
a foreign pr∞eeding. She can be confident白紙出einsolvency wil1 be 
administered fairl Y釦 defficienU y佃 d出atthe oflicial r以コeiverwil op釘ate
independently when carrying out佃 ynecessary investigations. Similarly， a 
foreign investor or business person in Hong Kong can be confid釦 I白紙 if
problems釘isewith respect to her investment or tr;釦 sactionin Hong Kong， 
she wil receive飢 impartialheari且gin出巴 HongKong courts.百lefutぽB
success of Hong Kong's transnational insolvency law depends on wh巴由巳r
foreign representatives， investors， a且dbusiness p釘sonsremain similarly 
con白dentafter 1997， or， in 0白erwords， on wheth町 thecurrent legal system 
山alis premi鉛don泊施 notionof the守叫eof law" is maintained. 
12 Ibid 
13 Ibid 
14 Li S &以DD，“W同副ngαi凪 'sM姐格闘〈涯EasyMoney"， As刷 WaJISr，制 JoumaJ.
4 De回国，ber195， p 6.
15 Ibid. 
16 S信 EGuyol & K CheD，“M匹Kiy'sAnnwru:es Dowugr叫回OfN。由。時間gnα語即時
Debt"， As幅nWaJISr問 etJoun岨1，20April199S， p 1;E Guyot，“M闘訓dy'sDowngr叫国αlic
Beij四glsDebt". As四 1WalI Srreer JoumaJ， 18 Octob町 195，P 1. 
17 Foc時制肉，Lehm岨 Br仙師h出恥抽岨gagedin伽 wn∞tdi明蜘明白chi国 Natio叫
Metals & Mi悶a1sImport & E:司間目 C置P岨 di苗四b国diaryMinmetals lDtOr酎由。naI
Non-Fe町叫sMe凶sTr叫ingC。柏田∞，verUS$52.5m岨dwi血 chi皿Intern山岨a1U由也d
Petrol白血 &αlemicalsCo to re∞V町 US制4mtbat Leh血岨 B岡山首saUee白 W副 l田tin 
foreign excbange derivativ国留国組曲。回 S田 DIbison，“New twist皿Lebman'slegal 
開祖.gleぺSo，叫 Chi11aSI附おlyMom剖IgP師'， 26March 195 (Money)， at P 1;湖町国政
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The mo草t怨lporωntfaιtor tbat will determine wh臨めer磁器ru1eof 1aw 
continu皐sis whether Cluna必idesby th昏倒寵$ばthejoi慧tdeclarぉionl8総品
thebぉi.claw.119 If口酪轟 honoぽ事役割et，釘抜Sof the Joint Declぉ-ationand偽記
basic law， the laws of Hong Kongωat轟reio effect prior to the transfer of 
事overeign守 001 July 1997対話 co謹話nueto be enforced by an im阿武ial器nd
compet側 j凶ici的知 atI儲 SIthe next長ftyyωぬ subjecもofcour宰語審 to
amen命nentby出eHong Kong SAR 1号室is1aぬre.If 80，投将校冨nsferof 
事overeigntymi.ght hav母lit1e悲，1¥ωt0罫 HoogK!ωg'sぽ総snation轟1corpo泌 総
insolve司cylaw. 
Iま;however， China r唱ぬ鎚stohonour級事jointd信claration，new 1皐腕maybe
promu1g畠tedto repl鉱自白elawscurr書ntlyin force. If Hong Kong w釘eto 10:総
i総 autonomyand become知t鉛 otherregion inαuna， fo耐震詰iDv附設r8and 
bu磁器関S酔 Z苦悩smi.意htwel1基童話idate設滋irHo話.gKongi語V総総鵬怨andassets 
級品 rep量triatetheirぬ担dsabroad;皐誠 co混cer君wouldbe lk揖:lyto iDCf'鎚泌総
to Ihe i刻P釘ti量lityof批 admi単線富山nof (lαporat悲iDsolve倒錯.
入出ird，畠語dp釘訟手sIhe most Jikely，犯enariois白紙 C溢nawi註伊lfsuea 
mi.ddle gro叩 di草 which蕊 叡lyof Ihe la腕 willremain unch総g叫 buti葺
which the appH叫 ionor enfor!幸俊nentof those 1轟wsmi.喜htbe∞mε les 
1m伊氏ial. Moreov悲r，αlina might 戸tfo滋1incr滋 singly 証書g総畠ive
interpre凶 onsof也eJo，泌tD骨clar畠tionor蜘 b硲iclaw.l2s Under this 
appr偽札口語主主mightp滋ponto轟bidebyt加‘'letter"of Ih鈴edocum叙Its，yet 
dep割合om詮leir“車体itU 刀総responseof the b控訴nessand legal communitie事
官ouldd句end0寝泊eextent to which itぴ誌切ivω 訟量tHong Kong's 1器gal
system has cha盟容器d.
18 The 10IDI D国都詰i刷。ft必 00"智通踊側 of臨むnitedKi略泳淵1of Gr制定 Bri踊.ina!ld
湾側恥，mlreJa泌and誼韓正3脚世mne蹴 of曲巴P棋司pーた'sRe戸泌Jcof伐 i鵬 ontheQ悌必曲αf
HongK側 '8("th. Jo;蹴 D削除輔10醤")，時治国必 inPuhIic Law訓tdJ品。natIRig叙SlAB棚 s
Kongお端町'eboo.t，(edsA B1'蹴晶1α誠心，Hong恥絡，B崎 町 制 定 恥 19鈎，p 45 ("Public 
Lawa泌日開糊畏igh組").The J，悦.tDeclar剖i岨 pr制泌韓良誕HongKo絡 W且lbe的 鵬a
S戸cialAdmillIS首説明哀彬冊inお P舶 !ple・怠提唱Iblicof俗間{郎匂IongKoo巷SAR")，
術院tlyu泌宮島臨詰torityoi総 C副首'a1P，棋尊重e's(ゐ鴨掴me則。fお p，艇や除草~pu脱icoí
偽邸制脳 ωHon事正鵠gSA草蹄拍“時oya high degre oi部蜘冊y".ld 
P縦 割 1・3(2)， (12). Th" 1o;nl D叫踊語抽必紺戸別i伽稔誼伽員語以哨描 to開 削ln
担おpende国組d偽証 "[I]beIaw.由町四tlyin fi明白血恥勾 K也 事悦耳出mal添加血誠Iy
U即 h胡 ged."ld戸嶋3(3}.Th糊el錨 erprovisions w鵬諮問符捕.0附抑崎将Iy期加担哲 2
削 d章。f詰10basic law of t詰.H!抽 gKoug Sp皿詰lAdmi国袋路詰veRegi制。f血ep，蹴司ple'.
ま峨A趣旨coiα百個{“血加.iclaw") (ch 1， ar鵠主 8，開抑制必血 pt似たLaw制 dHu鵬足
立igh臨制pra， pp 84-5).ぬichw館協抑-me畦韓関総総u必翰oithe日制喜K叩 gSAま001 July 
1997.A説icle2 I若柳泌s曲凪治eHo碍 K儲議 SARis開 enjoy“i幽苧岨de眠 judicialpower， 
inclu必a革命制of量制lad炉必盟加aぺIdchl，art2. A耐 :108ptt'唱曲臨時"lawslnf，慌ce
in Hong lG聞事 prior10 Ihe註柚sf院OIh町政鵠金蝿elt泌d..in偽eUII棺d拡ingd。砿加ま
温cln必ng窓 会 開 間 宮 ' "Jaw a!Id !he rul母 ofeqnity，ぬlIIIbe I進IDtained踊 :les 白鳥y
contrave齢 th.凶.;Claw，鵠dsbal be閥均出肺結田抽出掛 bytbe Hon書K叩&SA量
le事isl組腕.ld ch 1，制乱
19 B輔総 law，時限脚dinP必>licLaw掛tdH，凶糊nR納札制塔腕 n18， P 84 
120為抽蹴Iy，治ePreli臨詠哨 Wo必ngO剖国出控斡婦仲揖4泌sapr抽ぬ when部蹴詰ng偽誕
ce託制na符氾c.tsofをheHo位車装ougBil ofまightsv，持為出dthe滋siclaw a!Id should be 
abOI括協d.S閣官 α日臨時。畿d泌Ia!er抑Ibliclyan岨 E邸調達治at血t:y四.pot必 the
蹴糊加盟E必話。国 ofthepr泌mi臨 ryw骨組ng∞回出世此事鵠KY No & C Yeung.“'Bil of 
Righ首相輔が:α盟abacks l'時措al 加問即時 S回血，tspow宮路 ~over~ride' legislati拙ぺ
50u的 αinaMol1'ling Post， 1習Oct蜘<1聖書5，p 1鍵
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民健副島湾総ssior略。f断滅i略報総'10'"Chinese銀撤rpri鵠，$in討ong
Kong 
It w滋滋室長y 以~omeincr意義感騒がydif量制tto加dlawyers wbo訂ewilling to 
repr械部 F鋭itioner富量ga防車tC詰i器臨総書誼凶pris記事。，raccountants who are 
械器草書to縮 veas liquid富岡同組thorou俳句inv申書tig創島知d製自er肱綴総ts
ofCIu車総書館terpri総s.The lauerproblem was e日開unteredin出eli匁Ji伽tion
of CTlE1α. Rep倒 in必catedtha.t acc附馴隠蜘1a major al∞oun凶階
段mwith命芭W 合om泌泊gconsid串r叙ifor appointment becau鎚世leir危羽 was、oncemωaboutits ow百 position"in Hong Kong after 1997.121 In addition， 
if many more backdoor liq凶dationsofα山ωeen岡戸isぉ o∞urin Hong 
Kong (飢d飴ipec泊lyif脚 yinvolve enterprises with ties to powerful 
indi viduals in CIU且晶)， China may exぽtpressur草書証役lerto prevent 0眼球:rsuぬ
liquida.tions from ocα底討且gat al or to prevent段leof自c泌 receiveror 0位当:r
liqui制，QfSfrom係 rryi湾問tpro~絞 inv鮒ig滅。ns.
One of the mai冨 S回耳.gthsof加 α釘総ti語審o)vencYI鰍:esin Hong Ko霊g
is the i霊dependenceof th章。鐙耐概eiver.H側約er，giv草E枇溜獄鎗泌総
泌総.ttheお鉛reof仕様 ci泌総vice，12Z one I詰証書t号証erywh泌盟泣leotlicial 
rec耐 erwil rer凶 ni誼dep料皐泌総絞殺97‘1ft務 Y毒物協泌sinおぴ磁器量偶
像総 iti書pos泌 le色事tCl漁皐willa誌事E誌がtocur磁Jt語spow蕊'8;if誕 do毒事 not，
then it is 1泳elythat the of!icial r総書i守宮若葉誌皐y語otexercise Ius res手O量sibilitil君事
録縫えgenUy畠s1潟 4総 書i卵細t.If t泌 G滋ci畠1I蹴 iverωes註is
inde(:糊denc弘 thepro蹴露。語 ofun蹴 ur係伐材i糊草 W叫吾首kely sufer. In 
器ddi封印，foreignre歪resenta取esare les肱聖域ytor，総出ωIiquida出 ninHong
Ko罰gif版 yare concemed務 官 邸 却 of誌，cialreceiver'事i臨界ndenω.
To combat such∞臨mlS， it wo草ldbe 泌総 todec官柑泌isethe insolvency 
wα溺 S初 dto白αeぉe白eIole played by the of!ici畠1receiver. J¥ first 僻 p
co凶dbetoa手pointliquidators 伽 m prlvate pω.els of insolvency 
practitioners.'
坦 Itis u且d釘 81000白紙 theo餓cialreceiver is not averse to such 
a change. S巴cond，自己 role played by creditors and creditors' committees 
sho叫dbe exp釦 ded.To ensぽ 巴 尚atcrαおtors以割comemor官 Involvedin位Je
liquidation proc郎 s.ref，α宮ISshould be e冨actedto inαease註Jelikelihood of 
larger dis凶butionsbeing paid to creditOIs. One possibility would忌eto 
stre自Z白enthe avoid鉛 cepowers‘ 
Conclusion 
TIl記 commonlaw developme詰tof Ho耳.gKo器ど畠 cross-ちordercorpor孟te
i器solveI¥Cyla暫 bぬ for註leI混むst安art， s絞V器dHo詩草 Ko器gw事立.But with the 
滋泌滋1000偽証tmany忍lOretranSD泌総ali慧語olvc自民ciesw泌潔is曇 i畏 thenear • 
fu総f事 andwi詮119予7fast approaぬ級事， it i事詰olon意.etS滋おfactぽyto re勧
primarily to Eng註sbc畠selaw to r総olvetb告書悲 ma.ttersof great local conα支E
that involve trans草鉱i叩畠1insolvency. Grearer consistency and predictめ謹Ity ‘ 
121 "Holg ~叩E 沼田bomb" 罰事事 n 103‘ 
122 P，町時間Iple，αinaca臨 da 3l.Ir wben il demanded伽 t伽日佃IgKongg田 ernmentaJow 
抗10時 vi棚田vn血円相ts・lilesbef田"1997. S開 KMu刷y，“ωinaSays Hong Kong Ci吋I
S町VatlI$Can K骨'PJobs After '97"， lnltrtlllt加地u飢'erald1'川初出， 26 June 1995， p 4. 
123羽田LawRef，田mCo岡田i羽 田開.ed助is戸時ibility縮 oneoftwoal摘 B拙 V師事Orch白血ng
四pelVis田'$(1司恥PI'O!問。dvolu混同y削酬が加問!pro<抽曲四.R中orton Bankruptcy， 
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would result if m制 Yof the applicable∞ID1IlO且ぬw principles were 
incorporated (with c1arific轟詰onor suppleme諮問tio卦， as語句dbe) into the 
CompaniぉOrdinance.Oth忠ramendments should be made to clarify級 d
upd脚色器開鋭ngstatutory似 de訂nesin民 Xof獅 Companie溺印せi詰ance.
τb銘記 ch皐ngeswould alJ facilit蹴 grea叡 cros宰borderωopera話∞.
If cross bordぽ trade轟誼dinvesuntnt between Hong Kongぉdα如aare to 
continue growing at畠rapidp総 e.it is cruci必forHong Kong轟ndChina to 
r畠solvea variety ofむ;ilateralcross bord釘 insolvencyissues. including the 
recognition of corpora総 insolvenciesand設let:yp鈴 of語sist釦 ceめatHong 
Kong畠ndαli買am畠yprovide tO each other's泌solvencie品.
Of course， any refiωms e藷aαeddぼing めt 釘総sition 戸~iod cou1d be 
und佼 湿i泊edjf China fails to honourあ古termsof the J oi君tD宮Cぬrationandめ畠
b綴iclaw and instead impo紙型Slts ow語版rit仮泊1cross己主町d母:rinsolvency 
approach. Likewise，沼Iyi担権化路nceby China with the admi設istrationof 
Hong Kong insolvencies (or with Hong Kong's骨conomyor legal system 
generally) could h畠veserious adverse repercussions for Hong Kong 
insolvency law. ThUs. Hong K訪ngandC泌総必伐1d俗泌 氏epstomain除inthe 
E君de):港毘denceof Hon草 Kong's economy， le，μ1 syst皐m，and 獄。lvency
adn詰nistration.
